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• Quick background to MMT

• MMT and Inflation expectations

• Which country is closest to considering MMT? Has any economy adopted a form of 

modern monetary theory and been OK? 

• Yellen looking like being Treasury Secretary has disavowed MMT but has voiced 

support for trying to get the economy to run hot

• Thoughts around government responsibility... a lot of the arguments against MMT 

centre around whether governments can be trusted. 

• Investment implications
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Disclaimer

This presentation has been prepared by Nucleus Wealth  and is for general information only. 

Every effort has been made to ensure that it is accurate, however it is not intended to be a 
complete description of the matters described. The presentation has been prepared without 
taking into account any personal objectives, financial situation or  needs. It does not contain 
and is not to be taken as containing any securities advice or securities recommendation. 
Furthermore, it is not intended that it be relied on by recipients for the purpose of making 
investment decisions and is not a replacement of the requirement for individual research or 
professional tax advice. 

Nucleus Wealth does not give any warranty as to the accuracy, reliability or completeness of 
information which is contained in this presentation. Except insofar as liability under any 
statute cannot be excluded, Nucleus Wealth and its directors, employees and consultants do 
not accept any liability for any error or omission in this presentation or for any resulting loss 
or damage suffered by the recipient or any other person. Unless otherwise noted, Nucleus 
Wealth is the source of all charts; and all performance figures are calculated using exit to exit 
prices and assume reinvestment of income, take into account all fees and charges but 
exclude the entry fee. 

It is important to note that past performance is not a reliable indicator of future 
performance. This document was accompanied by an oral presentation, and is not a complete 
record of the discussion held. No part of this presentation should be used elsewhere without 
prior consent from the author.
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Key positive factors
●Government stimulus

●Low probability of US tax hikes

●Earnings very good: The recently

●Inequality to increase

Other positive factors
●Bankruptcies limited

●Evictions limited

●Mortgage repayment holidays

●Wage growth very low

●Capital efficiency

●Low oil prices

●Vaccine hope

●Policy certainty

●Structural change in industries leading to cost efficiencies

Key negative factors
●Virus in Northern Hemisphere

●Valuation

●Latent bankruptcies

●Low genuine credit growth

Other negative factors
●Short term gap in US economic conditions

●Inequality longer-term effects

●Effects gradually rolling off

●Structural change in industries leading to weak demand

●Cycle

●Demand weak

●Australian stimulus badly targeted
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